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sources and the orientation of the valleys and slopes are also
causes of great variability of rainfall [13].

Abstract
This paper presents a technique to eliminate anomalous
propagation (AP) of the data measured by a C-band
meteorological radar located in Corozal (Sucre) using the
polarimetric variables: reflectivity, reflectivity differential and
correlation coefficient. The methodology used for the
development of the algorithm was the following: decoding of
the data measured by the radar, analysis of the decoded data,
development of the algorithm for the elimination of anomalous
propagations and finally tests to validate the proposed
algorithm.

RADAR DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF YOUR
DATA
Dual polarized C-band radar, with operation frequency of
5.6246241GHz, repetition frequency PRF (Pulse Repetition
Frequency) of 500Hz, 10 PPI (sweeps at different horizontal
angles), each with 664 cells of size 450m, with a range of
298.8 Km. Located in the department of Sucre (Colombia),
municipality of Corozal, specifically at the head of Las Brujas
Airport (Figure 1).

Keywords: Correlation coefficient, Reflectivity differential,
Anomalous propagation, Reflectivity, Spatial variability.

INTRODUCTION
A meteorological radar generates a microwave pulse whose
path depends on the refractive index of the atmosphere, which
is related to temperature, pressure and water vapor content.
Sometimes the vertical gradients of these variables are so large
that they can bend the radar beam of the ideal trajectory, a
phenomenon known as anomalous propagation. The automatic
detection of anomalous propagation has fundamental
importance in applications of quantitative estimation of
precipitation [1].
When analyzing the data measured by the radar with the
spatial and temporal information of the reflectivity field, we
talk about post-treatment. Thus spatial information is managed
in the form of gradients in the field of reflectivity, either
horizontally or vertically [2], [3], [4]. There are different
mathematical descriptions of the gradient of the reflectivity
field, the most common are: texture, spin [4] and statistical
characteristics (mean, median, mode and standard deviation),
all calculated in a radar sweep. Parameters derived from the
reflectivity gradient field have been used in different
probabilistic classification algorithms including fuzzy logic
[5], [6], [7], neural networks [8], [9], [10] and Bayesian [11],
[12].

Figure 1. Real image of the C-band radar of Las Brujas
Airport [14]
Information of the data measured by the radar
The data measured by the radar and then stored by its software
are presented in proprietary format of the radar manufacturer,
in this case in a file with extension .NC, the file stores 101
variables of which only four were used for the development of
the algorithm , having these the format shown in Table 1.

The temporal variability of precipitation in Colombia is
determined by several factors that operate at different scales
such as climate change, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO), the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the Quasi Biennial Oscillation, the ENSO, the ITCZ, the dynamics of
Mesoscale Convective Systems, the oscillation of Madden Julian, the tropical dynamics and the physiographic
characteristics of the country. The remoteness of the humid air

Table 1. Detail of the information measured by the radar
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ID

Variable

Units

94
96
98
99

Z
ZDR
PhiDP
RhoHV

dBZ
dB
Deg
*

Fill
value
-128
-128
-128
-128

Scale
Factor
0.5000
0.0625
0.7087
0.0040

Add
offset
32
0
90
0.5059
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Table 2 summarizes the general information of the five
precipitation events used for the development of the algorithm,
this shows the amount of data measured by the radar for each
of the events.

echoes that include insects, birds, bats and in general anything
else that is alive and flying high enough to be sampled by the
radar beam [16], these changes can be seen reflected
in Table 3

Table 2. Events analyzed
Event Date
No. (year
2013)
1
25-06
2
28-06
3
11-07
4
29-07
5
30-07

AP
8793
12131
7832
9537
8397

Bio.
Eco
7608
7563
9340
9409
7935

Table 3. Classifier variables based on [15]

Event
Meteo.

No
Used
75094 1584
95130 1596
113565 464
57280 2406
74385 1195

Total
93079
116420
131210
78632
91912

Conversion of the data measured by the radar
The radar .NC file was converted to the netCDF format and
then to plain text format so that the data can be analyzed and
then used by the algorithm. For the variables shown in Table
1, the scale factor and the offset must be used, since the
originally stored value is represented as an 8-bit signed
integer.

Variable

Name

Z

Reflectivity

Smoothing using a sliding
window of 1.35 km (3 data
points spaced 0.45 km).

ZDR

Differential
reflectivity

Smoothing using a shift
window of 2.25 km (5 data
points spaced 0.45 km).

RhoHV

Correlation
coefficient

Smoothing using a shift
window of 2.25 km.

SD(Z)

To make the data conversion process, the MatLab
computational tool is used, from which the netcdf.open()
function is used, which opens the file with the .NC extension
as a read-only file and stores the information read in a file only
variable (for the developed algorithm it is called x). With this
data, information is obtained on the number of variables in the
file, global attributes and the ID of each of them with the
netcdf.inq() function.

Characterization of the smallZ reflectivity scale fluctuation of Z along
texture
the radius of the radar.
Procedure to estimate SD(Z):
• Z is averaged along the
radius using a 1.35 km shift
window.
• The estimated smoothing of
Z is subtracted from the
original values.
• The RMS value of the waste
is calculated.

SD(PhiDP)
Phase
differential
texture

The next step is to separate each of the variables of interest so
that they can be analyzed individually. For this, the
netcdf.inqVar() function is used, which requires as input
parameters the information stored in a variable and the number
of the variable to be separated.
The information of the read variable is stored in a matrix by
means of the function netcdf.getVar(), to complete the process,
the adjustment of the data is made using the algorithm
explained in previous paragraphs.

Characterization of the smallscale fluctuation of PhiDP
along the radius of the radar.
Procedure to estimate SD
(PhiDP):
• Similar to SD (Z) but uses a
shift window of 2.25 km.

So with the previous procedure we extract the information
from the polarimetric variables, from this universe we extract
the classes of the classification that is to say: meteorological
and non-meteorological objectives (anomalous propagations
and biological objectives).

For the other variables: ZDR (reflectivity differential), PhiDP
(phase differential) and RhoHV (correlation coefficient) the
exact same procedure is followed, changing the adjustment
parameters (scale factor and offset) for each case. The last step
of the process is to store each variable in matrix format of size
360x664 (360°x664 cells).

ALGORITHM
FOR
CLASSIFICATION
METEOROLOGICAL EVENTS

Use of the variable

The algorithm selected for the classification is of a diffuse
type, so it is required to assign weights to each of the variables,
this assignment is summarized in Table 4, in order to obtain
these values the Analytical Hierarchy method was used.

OF

Table 4. Weight matrix for the diffuse classifier

For the detection of anomalous propagation (AP) it was
decided to use one of the most recognized algorithms
developed by Park, Ryzhkov and Zrnic [15], making
adjustments so that it can be used in equatorial zones, among
others, the presence of snow in these areas is not possible, so
that some ranges of the variables used must be modified.

Meteo.
Obj.
Biolog.
Obj.
AP

In addition, the algorithm has the ability to detect biological
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The method of Analytical Hierarchy, referred by Sánchez [17]
in his text called “Técnicas participativas para la planeación”,
was developed in 1999 by Thomas L. Saaty, who sought the
development of "a formal instrument for evaluation and
selection of alternatives, that had the characteristics of being
solid in its mathematical foundations, useful in making
decisions and simple in its application "[18].

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Detail of the event classification algorithm
With the modifications shown in Table 3. the classifier is
implemented based on the one developed by [15], this
classifier uses trapezoidal type membership functions, two
points along the horizontal axis denoted as X1 and X4, obtained
by the analysis of the data measured by the radar. Two other
points X2 and X3 are obtained subjectively by experience,
statistical considerations and error estimates among others.

The method is presented in three stages: representation or
formulation of the problem, evaluation of criteria and
alternatives, and finally, the hierarchy and selection of the best
alternative that leads to the fulfillment of the objective of
decision making.

We used the criteria described in [16], which assign values to
X1, X2, X3 and X4 to each variable, for the case study
adjustments were made to adapt it to equatorial zones, among
others, in the literature RhoHV is used in the range from 0.85
to 0.97 for the values of X1 and X2, the range from 0.9 to 0.97
was modified.

The design of any hierarchy depends not only on the nature of
the problem in question, but also on the knowledge,
judgments, values, opinions, needs, desires, etc., of the
participants in the process. As the process of analytical
hierarchization progresses through its other steps, hierarchies
can be changed to include recent thoughts of criteria or criteria
that were not originally considered important; Alternatives can
also be added, deleted or changed [18].

In Figure 3 these values are shown for the three types of targets
that will be classified, in Red the anomalous propagations
(AP), in Blue the meteorological objectives and in Green the
biological objectives.

As an input to develop this method, a series of equations and
matrix formulas should be used to fill the matrix tables
corresponding to the criteria and alternatives, all proposed by
Thomas Saaty.

SD(PhiDP) is suitable for separating meteorological
objectives from anomalous propagation, ZDR is very efficient
separating biological targets from anomalous propagations, in
the same way RhoHV is efficient separating the
meteorological objectives from the biological ones. For the
detection of anomalous propagation, SD(Z) is used, which
gives more reliable information than the variable Z.

The fuzzy classifier has input variables Z, ZDR, RhoHV, SD
(Z) and SD (PhiDP), the fuzifier uses trapezoidal membership
functions, the inference rules use the weights presented in
Table 4 for each variable, obtaining after the defusification
process the classification of the events in meteorological
echoes, biological echoes and anomalous propagations (AP).
With the data classified between meteorological and nonmeteorological objectives, a linear filter was used in the
domain of the modified medium space to perform the
correction of the data for each of the variables (Z, ZDR and
RhoHV).
The filter suppresses, selectively, information contained in the
image at different spatial scales, to hide or eliminate
anomalous values.
Figure 2 graphically shows the proposed model for the
correction of Z, ZDR and RhoHV variables that makes it
possible to eliminate anomalous propagations.

Figure 3. Membership functions for the diffuse
meteorological event classifier [19]

The process of assigning values (to classify anomalous
propagations) for each radar data is shown in equations (1),
(2), (3), (4) and (5), where (x, y) represents the point analyzed,
with x = 1 ... 664, y = 1 ... 360 and v (x, y) the result value of
the analysis.

Figure 2. Model for correction of Z, ZDR and RhoHV
variables to eliminate anomalous propagation
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(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 15,
15 > (𝑥, 𝑦) < 20,
𝑍(𝑥, 𝑦) = 20 ≥ (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 70,
70 > (𝑥, 𝑦) < 80,
(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 80,
{

𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0.2 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) − 3
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = −0.1 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) + 8
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0
(1)

(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ −4,
−4 > (𝑥, 𝑦) < −2,
−2 ≥ (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 1,
𝑍𝐷𝑅 (𝑥, 𝑦) =
1 > (𝑥, 𝑦) < 2,
(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 2,
{
𝑅ℎ𝑜𝐻𝑉 (𝑥, 𝑦) =
(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 0.5,
0.5 > (𝑥, 𝑦) < 0.6,
0.6 ≥ (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 0.9,
0.9 > (𝑥, 𝑦) < 0.95,
(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 0.95,
{

Algorithm of correction of the variables Z, ZDR and RhoHV
To perform the correction of the variables that directly
generate the anomalous propagations detected with the
algorithm of the previous section, which is the next step in the
process, a linear media filter was used in the 3x3 window space
domain with three iterations, to which modifications were
made so that its operation is adapted to the characteristics of
the data to be corrected.

𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0.5 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) + 2
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = −1 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) + 2
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0
(2)

𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 10 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) − 5
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = −20 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) + 19
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0

The correction starts by making a copy of the matrix of the
desired variable (Z, ZDR or RhoHV) that contains all the
anomalous propagations that are going to be eliminated, the
classified data and the filler data, for this correction process
the initial matrix was divided in four quadrants. By dividing
the matrix into four quadrants, each quadrant handles a
particular analysis range, in this way the correction process is
more efficient since it minimizes the errors that are normally
generated at the edge of the matrix.
The filter of 3x3 window average in its operation requires
eight points around the point to be corrected, so that the sweep
of the matrix is not done in the whole matrix but from the
position (2,2) to the position (663,359) , that is, it does not take
into account the edge of the image to be corrected. A weight
matrix is generated that determines if the cell contiguous to the
anomalous propagation will have weight in the correction or
not, assigning it in each case the value 1 or the value 0.

(3)

𝑆𝐷(𝑍)(𝑥, 𝑦) =
(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 2,
2 > (𝑥, 𝑦) < 4,
4 ≥ (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 10,
10 > (𝑥, 𝑦) < 15,
(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 15,
{

𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0.5 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) − 1
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = −0.2 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) + 3
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0

(4)

𝑆𝐷(𝑃ℎ𝑖𝐷𝑃 )(𝑥, 𝑦) =
(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 30,
30 > (𝑥, 𝑦) < 40,
40 ≥ (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 60,
60 > (𝑥, 𝑦) < 70,
(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 70,
{

𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0.1 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) − 3
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = −0.1 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) + 7
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0

(5)

In addition, it must be verified if the surrounding cells have the
value -128, if this is the case, the value 0 is assigned to this
cell, if the cell is not another anomalous propagation or the
value -128 is assigned the value 1, in the case that the value
assigned to the cell is 0 a count variable that was initialized
with the value 9 is decremented by one unit, this variable is
used as a divisor in the calculation of the average, so in
summary what is done is to eliminate those cells that are not
useful in the calculation of the average, to the central cell
where the anomalous propagation to correct is assigned the
weight 0.7 (for the variable Z), 1 (for the variable ZDR) and
1.15 (for the variable RhoHV) to decrease the error more
quickly. With the matrix generated in the previous step, the
corrected value of the respective variable is calculated.

The classification process ends using the rules of equations
(6), (7) and (8) that determine the type of classified objective.
𝐼𝑓 {[𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐴𝑃 > 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐵𝑖𝑜] ∩ [𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐴𝑃 >
𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑀𝑒𝑡]} → 𝐴𝑃

(6)

𝐼𝑓 {[𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐵𝑖𝑜 > 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐴𝑃] ∩ [𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐵𝑖𝑜 >
𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑀𝑒𝑡]} → 𝐵𝑖𝑜
(7)
𝐼𝑓 {[𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑀𝑒𝑡 > 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐴𝑃] ∩ [𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑀𝑒𝑡 >
𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐵𝑖𝑜]} → 𝑀𝑒𝑡

For the other quadrants the procedure is exactly the same, the
difference is in the range of the sweep performed in the
respective quadrant and the assignment of values to the matrix
of the 3x3 window. For quadrant two i = 663 ... 332 and j = 2
... 181, for three i = 2 ... 333 and j = 359 ... 180, finally for
quadrant four i = 663 ... 332 and j = 359 ... 180, the equation
in all quadrants in the same the difference is given in the matrix
of the window.

(8)

For example, the values assigned by the classifier for point
295.47 (295°, cell No. 47) of event 2 of 06/28/2013, are:
Z=17.5, ZDR=-0.125, RhoHV=0.9779, SD(Z)=1.607 and
SD(PhiDP)=2.278.

In the same way for the remaining variables, ZDR and RhoHV,
the correction process is identical, only a modification in the
corrector equation related to the weights assigned to the
variable must be made for the case of ZDR is 1 for RhoHV is
1.15 as indicated in previous paragraphs.

Now we proceed to add each value with its respective weight
(values taken from Table 4), resulting in: AP(295,47)=0.275,
Bio(295,47)=0.80364 and Met(295,47)=0.9875.
Using the relations of equations (6), (7) and (8), the final result
for the example is that the classification obtained for the point
x, and selected (295.47) is a meteorological event since
[(x,y)Met > p(x,y)AP] ∩ [p(x,y)Met > p(x,y)Bio].

FINAL RESULTS
To validate the correction algorithm, the following procedure
was followed:
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Modify the corresponding event by adding anomalous
propagations in a randomly chosen area of the map swept
by the radar for each of the variables (Z, Z DR and
RhoHV).



Apply the classification algorithm.



Apply the correction algorithm with 3x3 window filter
for each variable.



Compare the original classification matrix with the
corrected classification matrix.



Calculate error.



Repeat the application of the correction algorithm until
completing the necessary iterations.

Figure 4 graphically shows the data measured by the weather
radar for each of the variables that will be corrected Z, ZDR and
RhoHV, in addition, the result of the classification is shown.
Figure 5 shows a detail of the area that was analyzed for each
of the variables.

Figure 4. Graph of: Z reflectivity (top left), ZDR reflectivity differential (top right), RhoHV correlation coefficient (bottom right)
and event classification (bottom left) for event 2 of 06/28/2013 without modifications
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5. Detail of zone of analysis of event 2: a) reflectivity Z, b) differential of reflectivity Z DR, c) correlation coefficient
RhoHV and d) classification of events

Adding the anomalous propagations to the original data set
measured by the radar, the images shown in Figure 6 are
obtained.

Figure 7 shows the selected area in detail where the anomalous
propagations added to the original data set are clearly visible.

Figure 6. Graph of: Z reflectivity (top left), ZDR reflectivity differential (top right), RhoHV correlation coefficient (bottom right)
and event classification (bottom left) for event 2 of 06/28/2013 modified with anomalous propagation
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7. Modified zone detail of event 2: a) reflectivity, b) reflectivity differential, c) correlation coefficient and d) event
classification

By performing the first iteration of the correction algorithm,
the images shown in Figure 8 are obtained, with their
respective details in Figure 9. Changes can be seen in the

modified area by correcting a low percentage of anomalous
propagations (this change can be seen in the image of
classification d) of Figure 9).

Figure 8. Graph: Z reflectivity (top left), ZDR reflectivity differential (top right), RhoHV correlation coefficient (bottom right) and
event classification (bottom left) for event 2 of 06/28/2013 first iteration of the algorithm window
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 9. Detail result first iteration of the algorithm for event 2: a) reflectivity, b) reflectivity differential, c) correlation
coefficient and d) event classification

In Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13 you can see
the result of executing the algorithm two and three times

respectively, feedback with the data obtained in the previous
iteration.

Figure 10. Graph of: Z reflectivity (top left), ZDR reflectivity differential (top right), RhoHV correlation coefficient (bottom right)
and event classification (bottom left) for event 2 of 06/28/2013 second iteration of the algorithm window
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 11. Detail result of the second iteration of the algorithm for event 2: a) reflectivity, b) reflectivity differential, c)
correlation coefficient and d) event classification

Figure 12. Graph of: Z reflectivity (top left), ZDR reflectivity differential (top right), RhoHV correlation coefficient (bottom right)
and event classification (bottom left) for event 2 of 06/28/2013 3rd iteration of the algorithm window
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 13. Detail result third iteration of the algorithm for event 2: a) reflectivity, b) reflectivity differential, c) correlation
coefficient and d) event classification

Figure 14 shows the error trends of event 2 of 06/28/2013, for
each of the iterations made to correct the variables used in the
process, each point represents the percentage of error in each
angular value of the sweep of the radar, that is, the graph shows
a total of 32 degrees of the radar sweep to which the anomalous
propagations, located between 63° and 95° from the 0° point
of the radar, were added, using 42 cells representing a
horizontal distance of 19.9 km, an area located 80.1 km from
the radar dome, for 1344 modified points with anomalous
propagation of the total of 116420 included in the entire radar
scan (360° x 298.8 km).

second iteration of the algorithm, a very low margin of error is
reached, tending almost to zero in the third iteration.
For the first iteration, 676 of the 1344 anomalous propagations
are eliminated, in the second iteration 648 more are eliminated,
that is, in total, 1324 anomalous propagations are eliminated,
for the third iteration, 18 more are eliminated, eliminating a
total of 1342 anomalous propagations having an effectiveness
close to 100%.

As can be seen in the error results shown in Figure 14 with the
2 for each iteration performed

Table 5. presents a summary with the average error
percentages obtained for each of the analyzed events,
differentiating them according to the number of iterations
performed, also showing the number of anomalous
propagations (AP) eliminated as a result of the variable
correction. Z, ZDR and RhoHV

Figure 14. Error trends per angle swept by the radar in event

Figure 14. Error trends per angle swept by the radar in event 2 for each iteration performed
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Table 5. Error percentages for each event by number of iterations
Event
No.

Date

1
2
3
4
5

25/06/2013
28/06/2013
11/07/2013
29/07/2013
30/07/2013

Initial No. of
Anomalous
Propagations

%
error

1600
1344
500
600
1500
% Average error

47.62
49.70
29.60
23.99
44.53
39.09

Iteration 1
Anomalous
propagation
eliminated
838
676
352
456
832

As can be seen in Figure 14, when performing the second
iteration, an error percentage is reached that does not change
substantially as the number of iterations increases, so it can be
concluded that with two iterations of the algorithm for each
variable, an adequate performance is achieved of the same.

%
error
3.81
1.49
1.80
1.33
6.60
3.01

Iteration 2
Anomalous
propagation
eliminated
1539
1324
491
592
1401

%
error
2.12
0.15
1.20
0.66
2.33
1.29

Iteration 3
Anomalous
propagation
eliminated
1566
1342
494
596
1465

generated in the radar can be seen as a noise image. When the
filter is applied, a large amount of noise is eliminated the
analysis corresponds to the anomalous propagations.
The results obtained are not completely conclusive since no
tests were done with radar data from other areas of the country,
so there is an uncertainty with the results that may occur in
these other cases.
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